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 2 the latest version of its excellent software package. You can find a full list of bug fixes and improvements in the release notes available at Emerson's WebHMI, a 4.0.0 software release, has just been certified at NExT Ex-Extended by Nuon, Inc. Emerson is currently working on a version 4.1.0 that will include an option to link JBoss to WebHMI. In addition, it will allow for communication over
SSL, to ease the process for administrators who wish to use this technology. Do you have any idea when the WebHMI 4.1 will be released? Eric, It's very possible that there won't be any version 4.1.0 for quite some time, depending on the overall progress of the project. We have spent a lot of time over the past few years "making WebHMI shine". We have released a LOT of bug fixes and

improvements in version 4.0.2, and Emerson has just released version 4.0.2, so I think we are still a few months away from a new release of WebHMI.Q: Rails Server Not Connecting to PostgreSQL on DigitalOcean I have just finished running the following gem install pg rails new --database=postgresql postgresql-example on my Ubuntu machine. The problem is when I start my Rails server on the
console, I can connect to the MySQL server with $ psql -d rails-example and it works fine. But when I start the server with $ rails s It connects to MySQL fine but then when I try to create a PostgreSQL database I get the following error. $ createuser -d rails-example -P -W psql: FATAL: password authentication failed for user "postgres" What am I doing wrong? A 82157476af
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